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Dear Parent,

Dear Parent,

This term Year 3 and Year 4 are studying rivers for our topic. On Friday
15th September, we will be walking the children down to the River
Yealm. There, the children will complete river sketches and carry out
river investigations for our inspire session (how fast does the river
flow? Does the river flow at different speeds around a bend? What
happens to pebble size, the further from the bank you go? How does
water depth change across a river?). The children are advised to wear
wellington boots so they may carry out research in the very shallow
parts of the river. Any child not wearing wellington boots will still be
able to come, however won’t be allowed to go in the river. We will
leave school at 9.30am and be back in school for 12pm. If you would
like to accompany us on the activity, please indicate below.
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Best regards,

Best regards,

Mr R Pepper

Mr R Pepper

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

I would like to come on the river study. Yes / No

I would like to come on the river study. Yes / No

Name ……………………………………

Name ……………………………………

Signed ………………………….

Signed ………………………….

